
This Eastern New Indo-Aryan language is the official language of

Bangladesh, where it is spoken by about 110 million people, and the official

regional language for another 55 miUion people in the Indian state of West
Bengal. There are also sizable Bengali-speaking communities in Orissa,

Assam, Bihar, Tripura, and Meghalaya. Along with its close congeners,

Oriya and Assamese, Bengali crystallized from the Magadhi Apabhranisa,

roughly between ad 1000 and 1200. Texts dating from this period (e.g. the

esoteric Buddhist-Tantric hymns known as Carydpada) show general

Magadhan areal features, but are usually described as being in Old Bengali.

Middle Bengali was the vehicle for a very rich literature on traditional

Indian themes, which is remarkable in view of the fact that by then Bengal

was Muslim; indeed, Bengal remained part of the Mughal Empire until the

eighteenth century. The British take-over in the nineteenth century added a

third strand to an already composite cultural scene. Bengal now became the

focal point of European cultural influence in India, and literary genres, alien

to the sub-continent, began to appear: e.g. the novel, first in imitation of

Scott, but soon developing to culminate in the socio-political realist novel of

criticism and protest. The list of outstanding names includes Saratcandra

Cattopadhyay and one figure of world stature - Rabindranath Thakur. A
key role in the formation and education of a secularized and anti-

traditionalist reading public was played by critical, often pro-Marxist

periodicals such as Kallol (1923 onwards). Mention should also be made of

the rich Bengali folk-literature, the songs of the Bduls, or wandering

minstrels, and the ydtrds, nocturnal celebrations of Hindu gods and

goddesses.

The numerous dialects are classified by most authorities on a broad east/

west basis. Some are highly divergent, e.g. the Chittagong dialect. Until the

twentieth century, Bengali was written in a somewhat artificial, heavily

Sanskritized book-language known as sddhu-bhdsd. Modern writing is

almost entirely in calit-bhdsd, a demotic based on the Calcutta colloquial.

Even here, however, the distinction between book-language and spoken

language persists; that is, even modern calit-bhdsd is, in a sense, an artificial

medium. Wherever philosophical or scientific terminology is required, of

course, the limitiess Sanskrit reservoir is always available. In addition, it

should not be forgotten that most Bengalis are Muslim; and the language

now contains several thousand Arabo-Persian words.
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